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Just say
NO to a
cash ‘deal’
Industry leaders are concerned
about how the HST will impact
the underground cash economy
in the home renovation market.
Homeowners who think they’ll
save money on a cash deal
instead of hiring a reputable
contractor may find out the hard
way that it can cost much more.
“Nobody likes to pay tax but it
is just not worth it,” says GVHBA
president and CEO Peter Simpson. “If somebody gets injured
on the job on your property, you
are responsible.”
›› p.4
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First impressions are often the
most important.
And that doesn’t just apply to humans – homes give first impressions,
too. Especially the front of the house,
which is usually what passers-by see
from the street.
“Your front door is one of the
most important features of your
home,” says Walker Door and Window’s manager of business
development
Michelle Essery,
who is also RHP,
RRP and CAPS
certified.
“Your front
Knock, knock ... door should
be warm and
inviting. It is the first and last thing
we see when coming or going, and
leave a lasting impression – good
or bad.”
Many materials are popular right
now, and energy efficiency is also at
the top of homeowners’ lists when
they renovate, Essery says.
The combination of wood and
metal, custom glass and fibreglass
are au courant among today’s clientele, while some customers have
started inquiring which materials
have better insulation factors, if it is
eco-friendly, what the warranty covers, and if it is made locally, she adds.

It can be easy being green...

TRICIA LESLIE

Green building

Burrard Green City Builders Inc. owner
Sam FitzZaland, left, with carpenters Doug
Pearcey amd Owen Crane in front of a Metro
Vancouver home they renovated – with the
environment in mind. Martin Knowles photo

Doors:
dress up
your home

Give your
home an
eco-friendly
makeover
MAGGIE CALLOWAY
Sam and Elizabeth FitzZaland, owners
of Burrard Green City Builders Inc., make
a great point when they say renovating a
house is the ultimate ecological act.
Instead of tearing down a house and rebuilding, renovating saves literally tons of
material from the landfill – and a renovation done with sensitivity to the environment gives great satisfaction and a healthy
setting for your family. Both FitzZalands
agree that a renovation can be done in a
green fashion which, when finished, feels
like a new home.
The couple always listens to their clients
to find out exactly what the homeowners
want to incorporate into their home, then
find a way to do it with the least impact on
the earth. Both also delight in educating
clients about eco-friendly or sustainable
building methods and products they may
not know about.
Elizabeth says people really want to
reduce their carbon footprint these days,
and are looking for ways to either produce
their own energy or find as many ways as
possible to cut down on consumption.
Most people seem to know about solar
energy, which doesn’t necessarily work for
everyone, but there are also heat pumps
for both heating and cooling the home
that many may not know about, she says.
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Renovating
with nature
in mind
CONTINUED FROM P.1

“As part of the Olympics, there were
temporary houses showcasing things
like living walls and people got the idea
that it is necessary to live green, but
there are so many other things that can
be easily incorporated (into the
home),” FitzZaland says.
Low-VOC paint is such an
example, which she says is easy
to apply and does not give off
gas fumes. A wide variety of
flooring made from sustainable
materials is available and features
long life spans, plus there are energyefficient appliances as well as low-flow
or dual-flush toilets.
Taking several smaller steps can add
up to a significant sustainable impact,
FitzZaland notes.
When contracted to complete a renovation, Burrard Green City Builders
looks at every part of the build.
“Kitchen and bathroom countertops
are a perfect example,” she says.
“There are huge choices today but
what should be taken into consider-

AFTER
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Burrard Green City Builders uses eco-friendly, sustainable measures in every home renovation, such as low-VOC paint. Martin Knowles photo
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My House Design Build Team is known
for its dedication to Workmanship,
Quality & Customer Satisfaction.
Work with our Award Winning Team today!

www.myhousedesignbuild.com
Call or visit us
online today!
phone: (604) My-House
(604) 694-6873
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info@basilrestorationltd.ca
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Going green
can start
at home
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ation is how long will it last?
How far are the materials being
transported? What happens when
the countertop is torn out? Is it biodegradable?”
A great solution is concrete, she
says.
“(Concrete is) as equally durable
as granite, and you can make them
unique by incorporating other materials such as glass or aggregate, staining
and polishing ... concrete is also being
used more and more for flooring,” says
FitzZaland.
Things like insulation, windows and
roofing materials can also help make a
home more environmentally friendly.
FitzZaland says blown-in insulation
is often recommended, “because it gets
into all the nooks and crannies.”
But with every project, she notes,
the company always finds ways to
reduce waste.
“There are different ways of recycling building material. One is to
salvage as much as possible – maybe
there are doors that don’t work in the
new area but can be used in the
basement,” she says.
“Sometimes there are
windows that won’t work in
the new home but can be put
aside, re-finished, and used
in another job. More and more
ways are being found to keep
materials away from the landfill.”

Before and after photos
show how Burrard
Green City Builders
turned this Metro
Vancouver home into
a spectacular masterpiece. The company
uses environmentally
friendly materials and
practices wherever
possible.
“More and more ways
are being found to keep
materials away from
the landfill,” says Elizabeth FitzZaland, who
owns the company with
her husband, Sam.
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Cash: more
harmful
than helpful
TRICIA LESLIE
In this world, nothing is certain
but death and taxes.
Benjamin Franklin is attributed
with coining this oft-used phrase,
which has likely been used a lot
more throughout B.C. lately.
The Harmonized Sales Tax, which
combines the seven-per-cent sales
tax with the five-per-cent GST
(Goods and Services Tax) for a
single sales tax rate of 12 per cent,
came into effect July 1.
The provincial government
maintains the HST will be good for
British Columbians and the B.C.

economy, as “it’s the best thing we
can do to encourage investment and
jobs in our province.”
Now, the new tax appears on most
receipts associated with consuming
goods and services, including on
new homes priced above $525,000
(homes below this threshold will
bear no more tax than under the
PST system; homes priced higher
will receive a flat rebate of $26,250,
according to the government).
Home renovation is another area
where the HST will apply, when it
comes time to pay for the goods and
services involved.
And that’s bad news on top of
already bad news, says Greater Vancouver Home Builders’ Association
president and CEO Peter Simpson.
“It’s going to raise the cost of renovations,” he says, and notes the HST
will drive more homeowners toward
what may seem a cheaper alternative: the cash-only, no-paperwork
deal.
“The underground cash economy

Peter Simpson

MJ Whitemarsh

was already there under the GST.
Now, the HST will fuel an already
burgeoning underground cash
economy in home renovations.”
MJ Whitemarsh, CEO of the Canadian Home Builders’ Association
of B.C., agrees, and says the HST
will just make that illegal economy
stronger.
Home renovations generate about
$7 billion in B.C., Whitemarsh says,
but only about $4.5 billion of that is
generated by legitimate contractors.
CHBA B.C. is working on a paper
that outlines the job creation and the
tax dollars that home renovations
generate in the province, in order
to highlight the importance of the
residential renovation market to all

levels of government.
“Every million dollars in renovations
creates 12 person years of employment,”
Whitemarsh notes. “The underground
cash economy stifles growth.”
Both Whitemarsh and Simpson stress
the need for a permanent home renovation rebate, similar to the extremely
successful HRTC, or federal Home
Renovation Tax Credit; both organizations are working to lobby all levels of
government in order to get a permanent
rebate in place.
“What we need is a permanent tax
credit system – similar to HRTC – in
place,” Simpson says, and adds that
government needs to put money
into resources to actively fight
the underground cash
economy.
“That way, homeowners get
the rebate dollars back.”
Whitemarsh agrees.
“People love to get money
back ... they loved the HRTC,” she
says.
“It was quite small, but people
embraced that like there’s no tomorrow
because they got money back from the
government.”
Both Whitemarsh and Simpson
wonder why the government is not more
interested in the billions in unremitted
taxes it is not receiving, thanks to the
illicit cash renovation market.
In Ontario in 2001, the Ontario
Construction Secretariat determined that
during just one year, there was $1.3 billion in unremitted tax revenue – only in
Ontario and only in home renos – due to
the underground residential renovation
cash economy.
“There needs to be a realization that it’s
a huge problem and it will not go away. It
will only increase. Homeowners need to
say ‘no’ to the cash deal,” Simpson says.
He and Whitemarsh both note that
homeowners can easily be the ones to
suffer – or even get sued – if they opt to

pay cash instead of hiring a reputable
contractor, such as a RenoMark-approved
contractor.
Both emphasize the need to “get it
in writing,” to ensure there is a written
contract in place – before any work begins – that clearly spells out the rules and
responsibilities of both the contractor and
the homeowner.
If there is no contract, there is no recourse for the homeowner should something go wrong, such as an incomplete or
incompetent reno – the legal system won’t
recognize an illegal cash transaction if an
owner is trying to skip on paying taxes,
Whitemarsh and Simpson note.
“You can’t go to court. The
first thing the judge will ask
is, ‘Where’s the contract?’”
Simpson says.
“Nobody likes to pay tax
but it is just not worth it ... if
somebody gets injured on the
job on your property, you are
responsible,” he adds.
If an injury occurs during a cash reno,
Whitemarsh says, the homeowners may
find themselves in trouble.
“If something goes wrong and someone gets hurt, it’s your fault,” she says.
“They can sue your pants off.”
She and Simpson stress it is the homeowner’s responsibility to conduct due
diligence on any contractor before hiring
them to do home renovation work.
All contractors must be WorkSafe BCcompliant, for example, and all applicable
permits, licences and insurance must be
in place before work is started.
About $3.7 billion will be spent on
home renovations and improvement this
year in Metro Vancouver alone, Simpson
says.
“We believe between 30 to 35 per cent
of that will be done under the radar in a
cash economy,” he says.
“Homeowners should always do their
homework and make sure they’re absolutely protected.”
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robertnelson@telus.net

(604)946-7773

After hours
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24 Hour Access

SERVICE DIVISION

• Radiant Hot Water and Forced-Air Heating System Service
Specialists
• Boiler and Furnace System Installations
• Hot Water Tank Installations
• Repair, Replacement and/or New Installation of: water
lines, sewer lines, gas lines, all plumbing fixtures

CONSTRUCTION DIVISION

• Underground, Rough-in, and Finishing of
high-quality Plumbing Systems
• Installation of high quality Radiant Hot Water Heating
Systems, including combined Baseboard/Radiant Systems
• Gas Fitting, including outdoor gas connections
• Renovations of all sizes

Westrim Plumbing and Heating ltd
serving greater Vancouver since 1983

Contact us today to speak to
a fully-certified construction
and service expert

604 276 0887

www.westrimplumbing.com
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Putting landlords and tenants together
★ Landlord property management

MAGGIE CALLOWAY

★Tenant Placement
★ Free Property Evaluations

# 304 - 1959 152nd Street, White Rock
vest remaining old-growth forest.
“We co-ordinate with (demolition)
crews taking down old buildings,” Rook
says.
“When the buildings come down, we
go in and retrieve the old timbers. Most
of the timber is Douglas Fir, Western
Red Cedar, Yellow Cedar and Hemlock.”
When the old structures are dismantled, according to WorkSafe BC
procedures, all visible metals must be
removed, which is slow, intensive work.
Special tools such as prying bars, nail
pullers and sledgehammers are used
with great care to preserve the integrity
of the timber. A metal detector is used
to locate hidden metal in the wood
before any remedial work is started.
“People are really interested, both
residential and commercial, in the beautiful timber you just can’t find anymore,”
Rook says.
“These timbers look great in homes
in places such as Whistler, where big
beams and wide timber floors lend great
beauty to ski resort homes. Some of our
customers want the hardware, which is
also usually over a hundred years old,
left on the beams. Old mounting brackets look fantastic.”
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Reclaimed wood is a sustainable, attractive way to renovate. Second Wind Timbers photo

Being sustainable is huge lately, with
people in every industry and sector
focusing on environmentally friendly
options wherever possible.
Second Wind Timber is one such
company. The Metro Vancouver
business provides architectural wood
products manufactured entirely from
recycled antique timber.
Second Wind sales manager Jason
Rook notes the company obtains its timber from dismantling old commercial
and industrial structures that are slated
for demolition, such as an old Vancouver sawmill, granaries, wharfs, canneries
and warehouses.
“Much of the timber in these structures was originally harvested in the
1800s and early 1900s and was cut from
huge, old-growth forests along the West
Coast of British Columbia,” Rook says.
There are many great reasons for
using reclaimed wood, the biggest being
that it is ecologically responsible and
creates less impact on the environment.
The aesthetic and physical characteristics of ancient, old-growth timber is
appealing to many people. The natural
process of aging over many decades
produces timber that is dry and stable;
thus, there is no further shrinkage.
The natural aging and drying process
also brings out beautiful colours unique
to each species of wood.
Another advantage of using reclaimed
wood is it reduces the pressure to har-
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Call Now For Service
778 846-5539

Licensed Dealer of:
Nickels Custom Cabinets
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1269 Beach Grove Road
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Hardscape
can be
beautiful
MAGGIE CALLOWAY

Houston Landscapes’ Jeremy Miller says driveways and retaining walls can be beautiful as well as functional. Popular materials include a huge variety of both natural and synthetic stone. Rob Newell/Houston Landscapes photos
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604-940-8918

www.accessgaragedoors.ca

It’s not every day a bank
gives you money.
Thankfully, we’re a
member-owned credit union.
As a financial co-operative, we return over 30% of our net profits to our members and
their communities. To date, our Shared Success program has given back over $155 million.
Call us at 604.877.2583 or visit us at 1215 56th Street, Delta to learn more.

Tsawwassen Community Branch

The weather is starting to feel like
fall, and after cutting grass all summer,
constantly passing the home’s hardscape, it can be hard to face reality: it
is definitely time to call in the professionals to deal with the need for new
or replacement retaining walls and a
driveway revamp.
The first step is finding a landscape
contractor who does projects of the
scope the homeowner needs.
This is where the Internet really comes into its own, allowing all homeowners to check
out a variety of different
contractors, from testimonials to photos of completed
projects.
Paving stone driveways are
the most common, notes Houston
Landscapes’ Jeremy Miller.
“If a client just wants to replace a
crumbling asphalt driveway, we will
come out, measure, and replace,” he
says.
“But we usually work through landscape designers for larger projects.”
When it comes to materials for
retaining walls, the choices are between
synthetic stone, a fabulous array of
natural stone and refined, more realistic looking, man-made boulders.
“My personal preference is for natural boulders over synthetic projects, but
it depends on the individual installation and budget,” Miller says.

“There are synthetic stone products
now that are tumbled ... this gives a
more rugged edge and that creates a
more natural looking stone.”
Natural boulder retaining walls
require machinery to install properly,
but it’s not just up to the machines – as
Miller notes, there is an art form to
placing just the right boulder in each
spot.
Regardless of which material is
chosen for the home’s retaining wall,
homeowners must have any wall that
is higher than four feet engineered in
order to get a permit from the municipality.
Miller emphasizes the importance of
having correctly engineered retaining
walls.
“A lot goes into building a sustainable retaining wall – you have geogrid,
which is squeezed between the stones,
and it goes back eight feet behind
the wall, so you have to excavate
eight feet, then backfill the
wall with engineered fill,” he
says.
“The weight of the fill
squeezes the geogrid, which
stops the hillside from falling forward. Drainage and
gravel are installed behind the
wall to make sure no hydrostatic pressure builds up.”
Images of Houston Landscapes’
finished projects show that it takes an
artistic eye to create beautiful, sustainable retaining walls.
And the difference a well-designed
landscape can make to the value of
your home, not to mention its curb appeal, is amazing.
Considering how much time most
families spend outside through the
spring, summer and fall in Metro Vancouver, it makes sense to make the area
surrounding the home as beautiful and
functional as possible.
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Budget Blinds of Delta

778.278.1775

FREE IN-HoME CoNSUltatIoN
Professional measuring and installation

• Wood Blinds
• Cellulars
• Roller Shades
• Shutters & Draperies
Each Franchise is independently owned
and operated. Offer good at participating
franchises only.

Use the equity in your home
Diversify your mortgage
Secured credit line at prime + .50%
We Pay Transfer Fees*
*some conditions apply

5 Year Variable Closed – Prime .60%*
5 Year Fixed 3.64%*
* Furthur discounts and some conditions may apply
& rates subject to change without notice

Alex C. Tappert

Sheryl Elsom

e: alex.tappert@rbc.com
Serving Tsawwassen, Ladner &
Richmond

e: sheryl.elsom@rbc.com
Serving Tsawwassen, Ladner &
Richmond

Mobile Mortgage
Specialist
604-240-6010

Mobile Mortgage
Specialist
778-689-6843

Your next carpet
purchase could
actually help the
environment.
Mohawk
SmartStrand®
made with
DuPont™ Sorona®
renewably sourced
polymer contains
renewably sourced
ingredients and it’s
still soft to
the touch!

• Permanent Stain Protection
• revolutionary cleanability
• excellent color clairy
• incredible softness
• exceptional durability
• environmentally-smart

Delta Carpets

5025 48th Avenue, Ladner

604.946.6291
Open:

Monday - Friday
9 am - 5 pm
Saturday
11 am - 4 pm
“Family owned and operated since 1967”

carpet • vinyl • laminate • hardwood • ceramic tile • cork
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Come Home to Savings!
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Make your
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stand out
MAGGIE CALLOWAY

Put the mortgage professionals to work for you!
Backed by 20 years of mortgage lending experience and
over 50 lenders to choose from, we will provide you with the
competitive edge you’ve been missing. We will match you to
the best rate, product and service available.

Creative. Independent. Different.
• Purchases
• Renancing
• Renewals
• Private Financing

• Mortgage Secured Lines of Credit
• Construction Financing
• Commercial Financing
• Special Lending Programs

Call: 604.943.8943

Email: info@southwestmortgage.ca



A nicely put-together photo
wall in the home can catch the
eye and even make connoisseurs
drool.
Elegant photos of family and
friends displayed just so in family
rooms, stairwells and hallways can
look great in someone else’s home,
but many homeowners, in trying
to re-create a stunning look, may
come up short, or rather, crooked.
That’s where the experts can
help.
Bezanson Art Consulting Inc.’s
Denise Bezanson says it can be
simple to produce a great-looking
photo wall, so long as certain
principles are followed.
“The best look is to have consistent sizes of frames, if possible,”
Bezanson says.
“It doesn’t matter if the photos
are different sizes because that can
be interesting.”
If a homeowners uses different
sizes of frames, Bezanson suggests
putting the larger frames in the
middle, then placing the other
frames around them.
All 8x10 or 10x12 usually photos look amazing, Bezanson notes,
and adds that consistent framing and non-glare glass are also
important.
“Non-glare glass used to be
expensive but is very affordable
now. If you have a room with a lot
of light it will bounce off regular

Art consultant Denise Bezanson gives some great advice for creating
an eye-catching photo wall in the home. Martin Knowles photo

glass, which defeats the look of the
grouping.”
The matting – the thick paper
surrounding the photos – should
all be the same, for a uniform

“If you work it out on
paper beforehand and
double-check your
measurements, you
don’t have a hundred
holes in your wall.”
look, with variable cut-outs to
accommodate the different sizes of
the photos.
Bezanson suggests going to a
local stationer or drug store with
a photo department and getting
old family snaps, which are usually
quite small, reproduced and enlarged a little to make them more
consistent.

Once properly framed and matted, placing the photos on the wall
without hammering several holes
before getting each one perfectly
placed, or to hang straight, can be
daunting.
Bezanson suggests working on
a grid.
“If you work it out on paper beforehand and double-check your
measurements, you don’t have a
hundred holes in your wall,” she
says.
“You can also lay the frames out
on the floor ... move them around
until you are happy with the layout, then measure the total width
and length and the spaces between
frames.”
Bezanson also advises starting
in the centre and working outward
when creating a photo wall,
because if a homeowner starts at
one end and is off by a couple of
inches, it will show on the other
side.
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High-tech is huge in
home security systems

Update your front
door with a fresh,
welcoming look

MAGGIE CALLOWAY

CONTINUED FROM P.1
“The most common questions are about the difference
in materials versus cost benefit,” Essery says.
Often, clients will come in with a photo of a door taken
from the Internet or a magazine, wanting to know if it can
be replicated in a size that will fit their home or whether
the glass style can be changed or if it can be made in a different kind of wood, she says.
Walker is one of the few places that can accommodate
such requests, Essery says.
“If you can imagine it, we can almost always have it
built.”
While sustainability and energy efficiency come up a lot,
it mainly boils down to a specific style the client is looking
for, the price point, and how readily available the product
is.
Before purchasing a door, Essery says it is important to
let the door professional know where the home is located,
if it is in full sun, what type of colour or finish the homeowner will be putting on the door, and any other concerns,
such as environmentally conscious options.
“This will ensure you are getting a product that is best
suited for your individual (home), and produced locally if
necessary,” she says.
“You should always discuss the maintenance required
for each material option, and factor that into your final
decision.”
The lowest price may not always be the most economical choice, Essery notes.
Using reputable professionals to have a door installed
is important, she adds, not only for warranty reasons, but
to ensure the door operates properly, is set plumb in the
opening, and adjusted to ensure the locks function as
intended.
There are also (building) code requirements during
installation specifically related to security that must be
met, she says.
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Walker Door/Window’s Michelle Essery says front
doors give a lasting impression. Rob Newell photo
Most front doors should last a minimum of 10 years,
depending on the quality, care and maintenance required,
but an improperly installed door may not seal properly
against the weather stripping, allowing for air leakage, says
Essery.
Damage due to water ingress can also occur if improper
flashings are installed at the head of the door or care is not
taken to maintain a seal around the perimeter of the door
– this has become more crucial with the advent of today’s
rain screen cladding systems, she notes.

Protecting the home in the old days
meant buying a solid wood door and
installing a heavy-duty dead bolt – and
that’s only if the homeowners felt the
need to lock their doors at all.
Those good ’ol days are long gone.
Today, home security has come a long
way and homeowners can, if they
choose, have as much security as presidents and prime ministers enjoy.
Orca Security Corporation general
manager Brian Pozzolo says homeowners are looking for more than just
security these days.
Now, home security usually means
having an alarm, perimeter protection,
interior protection, glass protection
and life safety devices, such as carbon
monoxide and smoke detectors, plus
temperature and flood sensors, he says.
“Now clients are integrating other
products with security, such as CCTV
cameras along the perimeter of the
house, so they can view online or
iPhone or (via) security touch screen,”
Pozzolo says.
Homeowners can now
choose to control home
security from their iPhone
or SmartPhone: they can
disarm, view the current
status of the cameras, adjust
audio settings on the sound
system, or even adjust home
temperature in advance of returning home, he says.
“It started with monitoring the high/
low temperature of wine cellars and
now it’s gone one step further ... we are

Home security is high-tech, offering
lots of choice to homeowners. Orca Security

into energy management and conservation and monitoring the temperature
of the whole home so you can
adjust zone temperature,” Pozzolo says.
“This is great if you have a
get-away home, say in Whistler, you can adjust the house
temperature while you are on
the way up from Vancouver.”
An automated system that
turns lights on and off in a random
pattern while homeowners are on
vacation is available, to help discourage
would-be thieves looking for signals
the home is vacant.

HOME
SAFE
HOME

Sarah Gallop

D e S i G n

i n c.

A full service Interior
Design company.

Experienced
in working on
projects of any
scale – from
single room
renovations to
entire custom
homes.

If your home or business needs an update give us a call at
604.952.4448 or email info@sarahgallop.com
Or visit us on our website www.sarahgallop.com
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Heritage:
restoring
the past
MAGGIE CALLOWAY

There is a good reason Basil Restoration
Ltd. calls the company ‘restoration’ rather
than a renovation company when it comes to
heritage homes.
Basil is well-known in New Westminster as
a company dedicated to both bringing the mechanics of a heritage home up to present-day
standards and preserving the priceless
beauty which, once lost, cannot be
returned.
In the 20 years Basil Restoration Ltd. has been involved in
restoring heritage homes, the
company has gained an expertise second to none.
There is no substitute for longevity for gaining specialized knowledge but also, and equally important,
sourcing craftspeople who are able to repair
or duplicate the many period embellishments
often found on these grand dames of the past.
One particular New Westminster project
was unique because the entire house was
moved from a different location.
“Our clients have had a passion for years –
they love heritage houses and then they saw
Howay Cottage, which was completely run
down, and looked for an opportunity to save
it,” says Basil’s Mark Wittig.
The homeowners, living on a 66x132 lot, got
permission from the City of New Westminster
in a Heritage Revitalization Agreement to
sub-divide the lot and move a 1902 Edwardian

RESTORING
HISTORY

Basil Restoration’s Miles Wittig, left, and Mark Wittig, far right, flank homeowners Chris and Felicity Rudolph in the heritage home that Basil
recently renovated. Renovating a heritage home means adhering to guidelines to help preserve and restore the past. Martin Knowles photo

or Colonial bungalow heritage home – Howay
Cottage – from another location to the newly
created 33x132 lot.
The HRA is a voluntary written agreement
negotiated between the property owner and
the municipality outlining the duties, obligations and responsibilities of both parties with
respect to the development of a property
considered to have heritage merit.

New Westminster heritage planner Julie
Schueck is the go-to person for anyone planning on restoring a heritage home.
In the 1970s, the city created the first
conservation act to protect its treasure trove
of irreplaceable homes. In 1994 and 1995, the
province allowed for a much stronger conservation tool and New Westminster’s municipal
staff took advantage of the new rules. Com-

munities had a one-year window to identify
their heritage resources and so city staff took
an accurate inventory of the heritage homes;
all the downtown inventory was rolled into the
now-stronger Heritage Register.
“There are no legal obligations for homeowners to be on the registry, but the muCONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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AFTER

Basil Restorations
restored this run-down
heritage house in New
Westminster to reflect
its former glory. The
company ensured it
met all city-enforced
guidelines regarding
heritage home renovations in order to complete the job.
“Our clients have had a
passion for years – they
love heritage houses
and then they saw Howay Cottage, which was
completely run down,
and looked for an opportunity to save it,”
says Basil Restoration’s
Mark Wittig.

BEFORE

‘After’ photos: Keith Henderson

Howay Cottage
renovated to
former glory

GSPN
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

nicipality encourages homeowners to
register,” Schueck says.
AFTER
New Westminster has a policy that any
dows, doors and painting,” he says.
house built before 1950 – whose owners
“Dormers, which had been reapply for a renovation permit – gets removed by previous owners, were added
viewed for comment by the heritage commis- back to maximize usable living space.”
sion and by Schueck herself, she notes. But
Basil Restorations also incorporated custhere is no legal obligation on behalf of the
tom milling trim details and even carefully
home owner to follow any suggestions made.
disassembled the original front porch, in
That changed if a demolition is wanted,
order to use it as a template to create an exact
however.
replica.
“If a homeowner wants to demolish a
“This house is a true testament to the
heritage home on the register, the city has the passion, dedication and commitment of
legal right to postpone the demolition permit everyone involved to maintain the historical
to discuss the alternatives,” Schueck says.
integrity of Howay Cottage,” Wittig says.
The most stringent designation is the HeriPlenty of other work was completed to
tage Designation, which is a formal protecmake the cottage work for a modern family.
tion of the building that runs with the land,
The entire second floor was dropped one
so it’s registered on title.
foot for increased head room on the second
The long-term designation applies to the
floor, while asphalt siding was stripped off to
property and typically, the outside of the
reveal the original fir siding.
building, Schueck says, but adds that if a
Windows were repaired and made fully
homeowners wants to register parts of the
operable. Authentic paint colours were used
home’s interior – such as a curved staircase
to replicate the original colours of the era
and hallway – then the city will include eleand locally reclaimed fir flooring was sanded
ments of the interior.
lightly to maintain aged patina.
“We also understand that people have to
Everyone involved in this restoration is
live in the home and these buildings still have filled with pride for not just saving this old
to earn their own way,” she says.
girl, but doing it so well.
With the Basil heritage restoration, Wittig
They are not the only ones impressed
notes the ultimate goal was to maintain the
with this restoration: Basil Restoration was
defining character elements of the house in
a finalist as Best Heritage Renovation in the
all aspects of the renovation.
2010 Greater Vancouver Home Builders’
Designed by architect Eric Pattison, the
RenOvation Awards; the company received
restoration required intensive work, Wittig
a Certificate of Recognition in the field of
says.
Heritage Conservation at the 2010 BC Heri“The project involved rehabilitation of the
tage Awards and it is currently nominated for
structure and roofline, diligent restoration of
a 2010 Royal City Builders Award (Heritage
the siding, trims, masonry, front porch, winShield).
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Thinking of

renovating?

…introducing our new furniture line!
● Window Coverings
● Debbie Travis - Shelves, Chairs, Cabinets and Rugs
● Heaters, Fans, Programmable Thermostats and Humidiﬁers
● Quality Paint, Stains, Brushes, Rollers
● Portable Fireplaces and Accessories
● Small Appliances, Kitchenware and Housewares
● Debbie Travis - Pillows, Throws, Lighting and Mirrors
● Kitchen Faucets, Sinks and Exhaust Fans
● Light Dimmers, Timers and Door Chimes
● Outdoor Storage Sheds
● Kitchen, Garage and Closet Organizers
● Bathroom Fans, Lighting, Storage, Mirrors and Weigh Scales
● Sinks, Toilets and Faucets

See all the ways Canadian Tire can help your style and your budget!
u 3059-152 Street White Rock
Phone: 604-542-4317

u 7200 Market Crossing Burnaby
Phone: 604-451-5888

u 11388 Steveston Hwy South Richmond
Phone: 604-271-6651

u 8729 Heather Street Vancouver
Phone: 604-257-6487

u 7599 King George Hwy
Surrey (Newton)
Phone: 604-572-3739

u 1200 Seguin Drive Coquitlam
Phone: 604-527-8828
u 11969 - 200th Street Maple Ridge
Phone: 604-460-4664
u 1350 Main Street North Vancouver
Phone: 604-982-9100
u 3100-2850 Shaughnessy St. Port Coquitlam
Phone: 604-468-6951
u 3500 No.3 Road Richmond
Phone: 604-273-2939

u 2290 Cambie St. Vancouver
Phone: 604-707-2290

u 2220 Kingsway
Vancouver Kingsway
Phone: 604-257-6510

u 7878 120th Street (Scott Road) Surrey
Phone: 604-591-3914
u 6312 200th Street Langley
Phone: 604-532-4411
u 13665-102nd Ave Surrey (North)
Phone: 604-583-8473

u 2830 Bentall Street Vancouver
Phone: 604-431-3570

Find all the right tools for the job!
Power and hand tools, nails,screws, glue, drywall repair, silicone caulking and more!

